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INTRODUCTION 

Clover Park Technical College (CPTC) underwent a Comprehensive Year Seven Peer-
Evaluation visit on October 13-15, 2014. The visiting Evaluation Committee provided a detailed 
report of their findings, including six commendations and four recommendations. On January 27, 
2015, the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities (NWCCU) sent a letter 
reaffirming CPTC’s accreditation. In the reaffirmation letter, NWCCU requested that CPTC 
provide a one-year update with addendum addressing recommendations 2 and 4. Further, the 
Commission requested an ad hoc report in the Fall of 2016, addressing recommendations 1 and 
3, along with the previously requested update on the Bachelor’s of Applied Science in 
Manufacturing Operations, now titled Bachelor’s of Applied Science in Operations Management 
(BAS-OPM). 
 
The Commission determined that Recommendations 1, 3, and 4 are areas where the College is in 
substantial compliance with the Commission’s criteria for accreditation. Recommendation 2 is an 
area where the College did not meet the Commission’s criteria for accreditation, requiring that 
the College take appropriate action to ensure that Recommendation 2 is resolved within the 
prescribed two-year period.  
 
At the time of CPTC’s Year One Self-Evaluation Report and addendum addressing 
Recommendations 2 and 4 (Sept. 14, 2015), CPTC had not yet completed the external audit 
necessary to satisfy the requirements for Recommendation 2. On Feb. 16, 2016, in response to 
CPTC’s Year One Self-Evaluation Report, NWCCU requested CPTC provide a special report by 
April 1, 2016, addressing progress toward compliance with Recommendation 2. At that time 
audit fieldwork had been completed, but the results had not yet been received by CPTC. The 
auditor’s results were received by CPTC on May 26, 2016, and reviewed by the Board of 
Trustees on June 8, 2016. The final financial statements with results from the auditor, minutes 
from the Board of Trustees’ meeting, and a copy of a letter asserting that the Board of Trustees 
have reviewed, accepted, and approved the external audit by the State Auditor’s Office are 
included as appendices in this report. On July 5, 2016, the Commission imposed a warning on 
CPTC and requested a special report be submitted Oct. 1, 2016, which the College is now 
compiling. 
 
The following sections detail CPTC’s response to Recommendation 1 and 3. 
 
RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation 1 

Recommendation 1: The evaluation committee recommends that Clover Park Technical College 
continue to develop and update policies and procedures (Standard 2.A and 2.F).  
 
In response to this recommendation, CPTC has completed two major steps with significant 
results for the College community: 

a. Established a college-wide policy and procedure review process. 
b. Assigned responsibility for maintaining and updating the College policy and procedure 

process to the Strategic Development Division. 
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Each step accomplished is described in detail below. 
 

a. Established a college-wide policy and procedure review process. 
 

Recognizing that our current system was a barrier to continuous policy and procedure 
review, CPTC, through our shared governance process, established a new policy and 
procedure process expanding college-wide access to review of proposed policies and 
procedures. This process was reviewed in June of 2014, and approved for use in August 
of 2014, at an all shared governance meeting. This change eliminated the policy and 
procedure committee previously in place, and established opportunities through online, 
in-person, and email for all College employees and students to review proposals in the 
policy and procedure process. 
 
The policy and procedure review process are outlined on CPTC’s website at 
http://www.cptc.edu/policyprocedure-proposals. There are separate processes for policies 
and procedures, but both include an email notification of review, which triggers 
opportunities for online comment, email response and, in the case of policies, an open 
forum for face-to-face discussion. Processes are outlined, a flowchart is provided, and a 
rubric for decision-making has been established to provide clarity for stakeholders.  

 
Since August of 2014, CPTC has approved or reviewed 48 out of 126 total policies 
(current as of Sept. 1, 2016). Our prior policy review system, eliminated in 2014, 
averaged just 6.5 policies per year. 

 
b. Assigned responsibility for maintaining and updating the college policy and procedure 

process to the Strategic Development Division. 
 
The Vice President for Strategic Development (VPSD) manages the new policy and 
procedure review process. In this role, she maintains a master spreadsheet and the 
policies and procedures website. In addition, the Human Resources Office, which reports 
to the VPSD, maintains the official paper record of all signed policies and procedures. 
 
The Executive Team (Vice Presidents and President) have established a plan to review all 
policies and procedures within five years of establishing the new system with the goal to 
continue policy and procedure review on a five-year schedule. This systematic approach 
has allowed College administration to keep the momentum moving in reviewing and 
updating College policies and procedures. The College intends to continue to improve 
this process area by re-working policy and procedure chapters and converting the policies 
and procedures listing on our website to a more user-friendly layout. 

 
Recommendation 3 

Recommendation 3: The evaluation committee recommends that the College engage in ongoing 
systematic collection and analysis of meaningful, assessable, and verifiable data at the course, 
program and institutional levels, and that the College regularly reviews assessment processes to 
ensure authentic results that lead to improvement (Standard 4.A and 4.B). 
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In responding to this recommendation the College has achieved seven major steps: 

a. Hired a new Executive Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Accreditation. 
b. Hired a new Institutional Research Analyst. 
c. Executed a contract with Decisive Data to complete a data dashboard project. 
d. Completed the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE). 
e. Established the Class Climate survey of all courses. 
f. Formalized an enrollment dashboard to monitor College registration. 
g. Initiated a program health analysis. 
h. Expanded use of Taskstream for monitoring and assessing College effectiveness. 

 
A detailed description of each step is below: 
 

a. Hired a new Executive Director of Institutional Effectiveness and Accreditation. 
 
Dr. Margie Tomsic began work at CPTC on Oct. 26, 2015, as the new Executive Director 
of Institutional Effectiveness and Accreditation. This upgraded position was a testament 
to CPTC’s intent to bolster our ability to collect and analyze data across the College. Dr. 
Tomsic has a PhD in Educational Psychology, Evaluation/Measurement, with more than 
20 years’ experience in institutional research, assessment and accreditation efforts. 

 
b. Hired a new Institutional Research Analyst. 

 
Ms. Tracey Songao started working in the Institutional Effectiveness and Accreditation 
Office at CPTC on Feb. 1, 2016. Ms. Songao was previously a member of CPTC’s 
enrollment services team. She has experience in our student management software system 
and unique knowledge of CPTC’s registration and enrollment processes. Tracey replaced 
our previous IR Analyst, who left CPTC in October 2015, and maintained the office 
staffing at 2.0 full-time equivalents. 
 
With these two positions being filled, the College has been able to focus on a number of 
projects to collect and analyze data, which are detailed further below. 

 
c. Executed a contract with Decisive Data to complete a data dashboard project. 

 
In April 2016, a request for proposal (RFP) solicitation was launched through CPTC’s 
procurement office to create a culture of evidence for decision-making and continuous 
quality improvement through the construction of Tableau dashboards. The intent of the 
dashboards was to establish data capacity by systematically developing a verifiable body 
of data accessible to end users at the course, program and institutional levels. In May 
2016, a dashboard contract was signed with Decisive Data using a one-time funding 
allocation to promote the systematic use and access to data for continuous quality 
improvement. In June, Decisive Data engaged stakeholders in a series of design sprints to 
establish a production hierarchy and to ensure that the collection would answer the key 
question of ‘what matters most?’ Phase 1, consisting of the Student Profile, FTEs by 
Program Department, Race/Ethnicity, Enrollment by Fund Source and Completions by 
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award type, unduplicated headcount and program was developed using data provided by 
the Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges (SBCTC), also 
known as the Data Warehouse tables, and uploaded to the Tableau server. Throughout 
this process, data validation engaged College stakeholders who provided ongoing 
feedback to ensure the dashboards were meaningful. The rollout of Phase 1 dashboards to 
end-users commences in late September 2016, through public access to the Institutional 
Effectiveness and Accreditation Internet site. Online You Tube videos, face-to-face 
training sessions and feedback sessions will follow as part of the Data Dashboard 
Communication Plan. Phase II of the dashboard contract will commence in early October 
2016, and complete in March 2017. Phase II dashboards include Student Achievement 
Points, Retention, Course Delivery Method, Course Performance and Job Placement. 

 
d. Completed the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE). 

 
In the Spring of 2016, CPTC completed the CCSSE in an effort to continue longitudinal 
looks at student engagement. Students were surveyed in 92% of the courses sampled. The 
College previously participated in the Spring Quarter of 2012 and 2014. The results were 
received in August of 2016, and a rollout plan for survey results, training on analysis, and 
faculty-focused communications will commence in October when the faculty returns 
from summer break. In previous years the results were not shared broadly so limited 
analysis occurred. This year’s focus is ensuring both the training necessary to understand 
the results and communicating the high level analysis completed by our Institutional 
Effectiveness (IE) staff. 

 
e. Established the Class Climate survey of all courses. 

 
Starting with the Fall Quarter of 2015, CPTC implemented a new online evaluation tool 
called Class Climate, built by Scantron. All College courses are surveyed every quarter, 
and the surveys are available to all students in our Learning Management System 
(Canvas) for the last two weeks of each quarter. The survey is divided into two sections: 
About My Instructor, and About My Course, with each section including an open-text 
comment question. The survey tool was developed by a faculty and staff committee and 
is currently reviewed by a faculty-led committee.  
 
In the four quarters we have been using the survey, we have received 9,474 responses, a 
response rate of 24.38%, with an “About My Instructor” average score of 4.45/5 and an 
average 4.34/5 “About My Course” average score. 
 

f. Formalized an enrollment dashboard to monitor College registration. 
 
In Winter 2016, IE launched a State-Funded Enrollment Dashboard in support of CPTC’s 
mission. Beginning ten days prior to the start of Winter Quarter 2016, the dashboard was 
posted daily to the College intranet. Full-time equivalents (FTEs) were compared to 
enrollment FTEs taken on the same day during the previous quarter and year. The 
dashboards are available for public viewing at http://staff.cptc.edu/enrollment-
dashboards. Both actual and historical enrollment projections were compared to those 
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necessary to meet the state’s allocation model and monitored for ten days following the 
College quarter start date. An additional enrollment projection was calculated and 
displayed using three years of historical data. The Enrollment Dashboard is now 
produced quarterly for the institution to sustain college-wide access. Faculty and staff use 
the data for continuous quality improvement by promoting low enrollment programs 
through calling and advertising campaigns. 
 

g. Initiated a program health analysis. 
 
The Program Health Statistics were developed and conceived in Fall 2015, by Dr. Joyce 
Loveday, Interim President at Clover Park Technical College, to facilitate program 
reviews, standardize data definitions and reduce data inconsistencies. Within this context, 
a main objective was to provide faculty, staff, deans and department chairs with a central 
location in which to access meaningful and verifiable information for evidenced-based 
decision-making and improvement. Data included in the Program Health Statistics are 
summarized by Administrative (AU) code for each program by quarter and year. 
Quarterly summaries by program include unduplicated enrollment, average class size, 
student FTE by quarter, quarterly retention and persistence rate and average FTE by 
instructor. Annual statistics include unduplicated student headcount, annual student FTE, 
Fall-to-Fall retention rate, program completions and employment information. The 
current four-year review cycle is posted to the IE Internet site along with the annual 
program health statistics. Additional information by program costs are generated by the 
Office of Finance and Operations who manages the facilities, operational and 
maintenance costs upon which the programs depend. Data contained in the matrices were 
gathered from the Student Management System (SMS). Through the application of 
continuous improvement processes, program names, definitions and data needs evolve 
over time. Future generations of data dashboards will in turn lead to better, automated 
data extracted from Washington State Board’s Data Warehouse tables. 
 

h. Expanded use of Taskstream for monitoring and assessing College effectiveness. 
 
Taskstream is a web-based assessment management system, which uses the Nichols five-
column model of assessment, and has been used at the College since 2011. The system 
has tracked assessment and planning activities related to student learning outcomes 
(SLO) at the program level for CPTC. In Summer Quarter of 2015, the College expanded 
use of Taskstream to include implementing a strategic plan monitoring effort to track 
department-level goals tied to the Core Themes, Strategic Initiatives, and Strategic Plan 
goals. Director-level employees or department leads submit a plan to their VP-level 
supervisor annually and then update the findings and progress quarterly within 
Taskstream. Beginning in the Fall of 2015, the President’s Cabinet initiated a 
presentation rotation from each department on their goals, progress toward the goals and 
lessons learned. This added effort has allowed additional college-level outcomes 
monitoring in each assessment cycle. Having finished just one cycle of use, CPTC 
recognizes that future work will need to include training and capacity building around 
goal writing and setting, as well as expansion of result comparisons. The College also 
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plans to create an annual “State of the College” presentation highlighting the year’s 
assessment results. 
 

BACHELOR’S OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT  

In 2014, Clover Park Technical College (CPTC) received approval from the SBCTC (Appendix 
E) and NWCCU (Appendix F) to offer a Baccalaureate of Applied Science (BAS) in 
Manufacturing Operations to serve the needs of students who want to advance their careers into 
supervisory and management roles within the manufacturing industry.  By 2016, non-
manufacturing associate programs were requesting an option for their students.  In response, 
CPTC, upon advice from the SBCTC, requested a name change to the broader BAS Operations 
Management (BAS-OPM) degree, under which the original manufacturing degree is a specialty. 
This degree serves all of CPTC’s 56 associate degrees. The BAS-OPM degree required a change 
of only three electives, shown in the center red block in Figure 1. Approval letters for the name 
change from SBCTC (Appendix G) and NWCCU (Appendix H) are on file. BAS-OPM serves 
both manufacturing and non-manufacturing-related degrees, including students with associate or 
higher degrees (or equivalents) in aerospace, cosmetology, retail management, and IT. The first 
BAS cohort began in Fall 2014, with 11 students and graduated eight in Spring 2016. The first 
cohort under the new name (BAS-OPM) begins Fall 2016.  Twelve students have been admitted. 
 
	  
	  

	  
Figure 1 - CPTC Bachelor of Applied Science in Operations Management 

(Electives for manufacturing emphasis shown in center red block) 
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CPTC has integrated the BAS-OPM degree into the existing structures of the College per the 
Accreditation Standards (rev. 2010) and the Revised Code of Washington regulations for BAS 
degrees. 
	  
CPTC’s Bachelor of Applied Science in Operations Management (BAS-OPM) degree is 
consistent with its mission of educating tomorrow’s workforce in a recognized field of study 
(Standard 2.C.1). BAS-OPM aligns directly with the “Workforce Preparation” core theme with 
the degree’s foundation built on industry standards and expectations, as delineated by the BAS-
OPM Program Advisory Committee.  
 
Need 

In 2015, federal and state projections showed a strong regional need for managers and operations 
managers, as evidenced by the size of the gap between graduates and job openings (Standard 
2.C.4), as well as high median salary (Revised Code of Washington 28B.50.810.c). As CPTC 
students graduate or mature in their post-graduation jobs, many students and alumni seek a 
pathway to an applicable baccalaureate degree in order to progress in their field. This degree 
strongly serves students in our manufacturing and non-manufacturing programs, including all 
program areas at the College. We also have an MOU with Bellingham Technical College 
(Appendix I) 120 miles north, whose BAS operations management program begins this fall. We 
are collaborating by sharing resources and faculty. We have an articulation agreement with 
Everett Community College for the BAS-OPM degree, and an articulation agreement with 
Western Governors University for our BAS-OPM students to enter the MBA program there 
(Standard 2.C.8).  
 
Faculty and Staff 

BAS faculty members are well qualified to deliver a high quality curriculum at the baccalaureate 
level (Standard 2.C.11 and Revised Code of Washington 28B.50.810.a). Table 1 displays the 
credentials of the faculty, who are hired through the existing College processes. 
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Table 1. BAS Faculty Degrees and Relevant Experience 
(Per professional and technical administrators and instructors in the Washington Administrative Code WAC 131-16-094). 
Faculty 
Name 

Credentials Status Course(s) 

Dr. Mel 
Oyler, lead 
faculty  

Ph.D. Business, 
Distribution Services, 
Industrial Engineering, 
Technical Services 
Marketing. U of 
Washington.  
M.S. Electrical & 
Computer Engineering. U 
of California, Davis. 
M.S., Chemical 
Engineering. U of 
California, Davis. 
B.S., Chemical 
Engineering. U of 
California, Davis.  
 

Full-time, Tenure 
Track Faculty 
 
Master’s Required, 
Ph.D. preferred 
 

MAT 311 Mathematical Techniques for Operations 
Management  
OPM 312 Forecasting and System Design  
OPM 313 Quality Management 
OPM 314 Logistical Planning & Supply Chain 
Management 
OPM 411 Facility Layout and Materials Handling 
OPM 413 Measurement and Statistical Process Control 
OPM 491 Focused Study 1 
OPM 492 Focused Study 2 
OPM 493 Focused Study 3 
OPM 498 Individual Capstone Project 
OPM 499 Group Capstone Project 
ECON 310 Managerial Economics 
BUS 310 Project Management 

Ms. Tiffany 
Windmeyer 
 

Lean Black Belt (highest 
certification possible), U. of 
Washington 
40 credits doctoral work 
completed, Walden U. 
M.A. Psychology and 
Industrial/Organizational 
Psychology, Walden U. 
B.A. Psych, Langston U. 

Adjunct Faculty 
and  
Program 
Coordinator 
 
Master’s Required, 
Ph.D. preferred 

OPM 315 Lean Concepts 
PHIL 310 Professional Ethics 
PSYC 311 Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
 
 

Ms. Leslie 
Patching 
 

M.Ed. Education, Culture, 
& Society (emphasis 
composition), U of Utah. 
B.S. English, Eastern Ore. 
U. 
Nearly ten years’ 
experience teaching 
technical writing/editing to 
Boeing engineers  

Adjunct Faculty 
 
Master’s Required, 
Ph.D. preferred 

ENGL 310 Business Communications 

Col. Larry 
Clark (Ret.) 

M.B.A., Columbia College. 
M.Ed. Continuing 
Education, Western WA U. 
B.S. Forest Resource 
Mgmt., W. Virginia U. 
20 years military service in 
workplace health and safety 
management 

Adjunct Faculty 
 
Master’s Required, 
PhD not typical to 
industry 
 

OPM 412 Workplace Health and Safety Management 

Dean Tanya 
Sorenson  

Ed.D. program, 
Northeastern University, 
expected graduation, 2017. 
M.Div., Divinity, Seattle U. 
M.Ed., Heritage U. 
B.A, Criminal Justice, 
Washington State U 

Direction of 
program, Back up 
instructor 

Back up instructor for ENGL 310 and PHIL 310 

 
Curriculum Development 

Well-defined structures to guide curriculum development, course coding, assigning credit value, 
degree requirements, and instructional activities (Standard 2.C.4) are provided by SBCTC and 
CPTC’s Curriculum Committee (Standard 2.C.5). As with all programs, responsibility for 
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design, approval, and implementation of new or revised BAS curriculum begins with BAS 
program faculty and aligns with the College mission. Baccalaureate instructors, working closely 
with their Program Advisory Committee, annually review and assess existing program outcomes 
and course content to make sure everything is in alignment with current industry standards 
(Standard 2.C.2). 
 
CPTC’s Curriculum Committee provides a process for BAS-OPM faculty and all other faculty to 
submit curriculum for review and comment prior to implementation (Standard 2.C.5). The BAS-
OPM Program Advisory Committee keeps the College and faculty informed of current industry 
technical needs. The Program Advisory Committee works with faculty and staff, including 
reviewing learning outcomes and course syllabi, to ensure that students are adequately trained for 
the degree. In addition, BAS-OPM faculty members communicate regularly with professional-
technical associate program faculty to ensure alignment (Standard 2.C.4). The BAS coordinator, 
Tiffany Windmeyer, represents BAS-OPM externally, including active participation in meetings 
of CAMPS (the regional manufacturing consortium). 
 
Faculty and the dean work closely with the BAS Program Advisory Committee to define and 
deliver a program that provides the rigor and appropriate content needed within the scope of the 
discipline (Standard 2.C.1). Specific career competencies to be mastered are determined by 
appropriately qualified faculty (Standard 2.C.11, and Table 1 above), through Advisory 
Committee input, national skill standards, licensing regulations, and/or professional specialized 
accreditation standards. BAS faculty use the standard course outline approved through the 
Curriculum Committee. The program outcomes are listed in Appendix J (Standard 2.C.10). 
Course syllabi developed from program outcomes are provided to students every quarter and 
include appropriate depth, breadth, sequencing of courses, and synthesis of learning (Standard 
2.C.4). A sample approved course syllabus, OPM 313 is available for review in Appendix K. 
Each course syllabus also contains clearly identified course outcomes or objectives of 
appropriate rigor (Standard 2.C.1) that correlate with assignments, learning activities, and 
assessments. Course syllabi are created from the approved course outlines, and are posted on the 
learning management system, Canvas, for student viewing, downloading, and printing (Standard 
2.C.2). Each quarter, BAS-OPM faculty review the course syllabi to ensure student awareness of 
College expectations regarding student learning in that particular course.  
 
The syllabus for OPM 313 also demonstrates upward movement in critical thinking and problem 
solving from a 200-level course (Standard 2.C.4).  
 
Students are given the scope and sequence of the BAS-OPM program (Appendix L) during their 
initial meeting with the BAS-OPM advisor, Taylor McGovern. As of Fall 2017, all syllabi, 
including baccalaureate, will be required to be linked to course descriptions in the electronic 
class schedule. 
 
Above the general degree requirements for associate degrees, the College references its 
baccalaureate degree requirements (Table 2 below) in the current College catalog and in the 
Resources section of the Academics page on the College website.  
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Table 2: General Degree Requirements for BAS-OPM at CPTC  

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
• Successful completion of the technical and general education courses required for the program. 
• An AAS-T degree or equivalent. 
• Completion all requirements for baccalaureate degrees in the state of Washington, including 5 credits of 

natural science with an attached lab class of one credit or greater. 
• Completion of two capstone project courses. Courses that satisfy the degree requirement for a capstone 

project are identified in the catalog with a CAP postscript following the course number. 
• Completion of a minimum of 90 credits of upper-division (300 and 400 level) courses.  

  

 
Curriculum Structure 

The design of the BAS-OPM program follows the well established “management capstone” 
model for applied baccalaureate degrees where a technical associates degree is supplemented 
with business and management-focused coursework at the upper division1. The curriculum 
consists of four tiers that progressively increase the degree of independent thought and critical 
thinking required by the students to the level expected in a baccalaureate degree (Standards 2.C.1 
and 2.C.9). As demonstrated in Figure 2, below, students progress from instructor dependency to 
independency during the program (Standard 2.C.4). This model is widely used through the BAS 
degrees at other colleges, and is provided to students during program information sessions 
(Standard 2.C.4). 
 
	  

	  
Figure 2 - Structure of the BAS-OPM Curriculum (with Manufacturing Electives shown in red block) 

 
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  http://occrl.illinois.edu/applied_baccalaureate/ab_models/	  	  
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a. Tier 1 - Preparation, the Academic Bridge 

In keeping with SBCTC’s aims for applied baccalaureate degrees,2 the BAS-OPM 
program has been designed to accept students with a broad range of educational 
backgrounds, and to facilitate students re-joining the educational system after time in the 
workforce. An Academic Bridge is therefore included as Tier 1 of the program to allow 
students from “traditionally terminal” associates’ degrees to take any additional General 
Education courses needed to enter the junior year of the BAS-OPM program. 
 
To be admitted to the BAS-OPM program, students must have a minimum of 10 credits 
of generally transferable General Education including ENGL& 101 (or equivalent) and 5 
credits of Social Science. At the end of the Academic Bridge, before students enter the 
junior year of the BAS-OPM degree, they must have at least 30 credits of General 
Education, or 0-20 credits during the bridge. Table 3 displays the General Education 
requirements in more detail. 

 
Table 3 - General Education Requirements and the Academic Bridge 
 Minimum required to 

enter the BAS-OPM 
program 

Courses to be taken during 
the Academic Bridge 

period if needed. 

Minimum 
required at entry 

to the Junior 
Year 

Communications 5 credits – ENGL& 101 or 
equivalent 

(none required) 5 credits 

Quantitative/Symbolic 
Reasoning 

Intermediate Algebra or higher 
(minimum 2.5 GPA); or 
equivalent COMPASS math 
scores (within the past 2 years) 

5 credits of a college-level math 
class with Intermediate Algebra as 
a prerequisite - Pre-Calculus I or 
above preferred. 

5 credits 

Social Sciences 5 credits (none required) 5 credits 
Humanities (none required) 5 credits - Speech class 

recommended 
5 credits 

Natural Sciences (none required) 10 credits including MATH& 146 
and 1 lab class – ENVS& 101 or 
CHEM& 121 recommended 

10 credits 

 

b. Tier 2 - Required Courses, Upper Division 

The second tier of the BAS-OPM curriculum is a set of 13 required courses (5 credits 
each - 65 credits in total) that provide students with a solid foundational knowledge of 
operations management concepts, tools, and techniques; enhance their business skills to a 
level commensurate with managers in industry; and demonstrate the application of these 
knowledge skills and abilities to industry.  

 
	    

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  “Increase	  educational	  pathways	  for	  professional	  and	  technical	  associate	  graduates	  who	  have	  been	  limited	  in	  
their	  ability	  to	  apply	  credits	  toward	  a	  bachelor	  degree.”	  
Ref:	  http://www.sbctc.ctc.edu/college/e_appliedbaccalaureates.aspx	  	  
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OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 

MAT 311 
OPM 312 
OPM 313 
OPM 314 
OPM 315 

Mathematical Techniques for Operations Management 
Forecasting and System Design 
Quality Management 
Logistical Planning & Supply Chain Management 
Lean Concepts and Applications 

 
This set of five courses is designed to cover the essential tools and techniques to plan and 
operate a typical business or within an industry. The learning outcomes for these courses 
are listed in Appendix M (Standard 2.C.10).  

 
GENERAL EDUCATION (BUSINESS SKILLS) 

ENGL 310 
ECON 310 
PHIL 310 
PSYC 311 
BUS 310 

Business Communications 
Managerial Economics 
Professional Ethics 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Project Management 

 
Students transitioning from a technical role to a supervisory/management role need to 
acquire a set of core general education courses designed to increase the student’s business 
skills in order to be equipped to take on supervisory and management roles immediately 
on graduation. The courses in the five-course business skills group are designed to 
provide some of the knowledge, skills and abilities that they will need to do this, and 
include instruction on both soft skills (communication skills, ethics, and organizational 
psychology) and hard skills (project management and managerial economics).  
 
The learning outcomes for general education courses are listed in Appendix N (Standard 
2.C.9) with applicable student learning objectives. 
 

Table 4 – General Education Requirements Satisfied by Upper Division Courses 
 Minimum 

Credits at 
Entry to 

Junior Year 

Upper Division Course(s) Minimum 
Credits at End of 

BAS-OPM 
Degree 

Minimum 
Required 

Credits for  
a BAS Degree 

Communications 5 ENGL 310 – Business Communication 10 10 

Quantitative/ 
Symbolic 
Reasoning 

5 MAT 311 – Mathematical Techniques for 
Operations Management 
OPM 411 – Measurement & Statistical 
Process Control 

15 5 

Humanities 5 PHIL 310 – Professional Ethics 10 10 

Social Sciences 5 PSYC 310 – Organizational Psychology 
ECON 310 – Managerial Economics 

15 10 

Natural Sciences 10 (none required) 10 10 

Any of the Above --  -- 15 

TOTAL 30 
 

60 60 
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INDUSTRY APPLICATION ELECTIVES 

 
 400 level 
 400 level 
 400 level 

Industry-Specific Electives 
Industry-Specific Elective 
Industry-Specific Elective 
Industry-Specific Elective 

 
The BAS-OPM student can choose an emphasis related to his or her field and tailor the 
program accordingly. For instance, students from such programs as Non-Destructive 
Testing or Mechatronics might choose the manufacturing option for the three industry-
specific electives. Aviation Maintenance technicians may also choose the manufacturing 
option, or take electives from nearby Green River Community College, which has an 
aviation BAS degree and is willing to accept our students for electives.  

 
 

OPM 411 
OPM 412 
OPM 413 

Manufacturing Option 
Facility Layout and Materials Handling 
Workplace Health and Safety Management 
Measurement and Statistical Process Control 

 
 

AVP 411 
AVP 412 
AVP 413 

Professional Pilot Option 
Flight Instructor - Advanced 
Multi-Engine Rating - Advanced 
Multi-Engine Crew Resource Management – Advanced 

 
These groups of courses extend the material covered in the earlier courses and look at 
application to a specific area of industry (Standard 2.C.11). 
 

c. Tier 3 Mentored Study – Upper Division 

Tier 3 consists of three focused study courses, which provide students with opportunities 
to explore areas of professional interest under the direction of faculty, and/or industry 
mentors. 
 
In order to extend students’ understanding of the subject, and develop the research and 
critical thinking skills necessary for their future success, the curriculum includes three 
Focused Study courses (15 credits in total). Each student, in conjunction with program 
faculty, chooses three areas of personal professional interest and carries out guided study 
and applied research under the direction of a faculty member and, perhaps, an industry 
mentor. The student presents the results in a written report and oral presentation thereby 
exercising business communications skills. The BAS-OPM program-teaching faculty 
oversees mentored study courses. Students may select topics of choice, such as flexible 
manufacturing cells, labor management in the unionized workplace, or regulations 
specific to their industry. 

 
The focused study courses build on the outcomes of other courses. The objectives for the 
three focused study courses are identical: 
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Objective 1 Describe, in a written report and in a presentation to a peer group, 
the results of a detailed investigation into a topic of current interest in 
Operations Management. 
Objective 2 Explain how the topic relates to other coursework, and to best 
practices in Operations Management. 
NOTE: Additional learning objectives will be proposed by the student, agreed 
in conjunction with program faculty, and approved by the primary faculty 
member before the start of the course. 

 

d. Tier 4 Independent Study – Upper Division 

In Tier 4, two capstone projects are used to demonstrate students’ capacity for independent 
study, research and application – both individually and as members of teams. In the fourth 
tier of the curriculum, two capstone projects – an individual project, and a group project –are 
used to demonstrate students’ research and problem-solving skills. Students are encouraged 
to carry these projects out as internships whenever possible. The BAS-OPM program-
teaching faculty oversees capstone projects. 

 
Delivery Model  

With the majority of students who enroll in the program being working adults, the delivery 
model for the BAS-OPM program has been designed to meet their needs. It follows a pattern 
common in other programs designed for working adults with instruction delivered in a hybrid 
mode using a combination of face-to-face interactions and web-based tools such as online 
courses, assignments, and discussion boards. In particular: 
 

a. Online Instruction. 
 
The majority of the formal instruction is provided online – either in asynchronous 
formats, or through synchronous sessions scheduled in the evenings. 
 

b. Saturday Meetings. 
 
On three Saturdays of every quarter, students meet with their instructors for 
approximately three hours of face-to-face instruction time. This time is used for small 
group and individual student presentations, instruction, and tests. In addition, industry 
speakers may be invited to present, or students may tour nearby industries. This is a 
valuable opportunity for students to connect with operations professionals working in the 
area and hence develop the business networks that will help their future success. 

 
Assessment 

Faculty use the Taskstream software application to assess the efficacy of current teaching 
methodology and assignments in helping students achieve individual course outcomes. Faculty 
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also uses the Program Advisory Committee input and return-to-industry opportunities to ensure 
currency and relevancy of course curriculum. New courses and updates to course outcomes are 
monitored through the Curriculum Committee. 
 
The BAS-OPM faculty collectively determines individual and co-curricular methods and 
consistency to assess student achievements (Standard 2.C.5) described in each course syllabus to 
ensure they assess them in a manner consistent with institutional policies that reflect generally 
accepted learning outcomes (Standard 2.C.3). The BAS-OPM faculty often co-create 
assignments applicable to more than one course in the same quarter to increase coherence of the 
program (Standard 2.C.4). These assignments are assessed in a manner agreed upon by all of the 
instructors.  
 
Student achievement, demonstrated through multiple means during a quarter, is documented 
through a commonly accepted 4.0 grading structure that uses grades A through F. The BAS 
program has criteria for achieving each grade based on percentage scores and specific 
assessment criteria as listed in the course syllabi. All courses in the BAS-OPM program require 
oral presentations and written reports in addition to other assessment criteria in specific courses, 
such as performance-based skill demonstration that can be performed in the classroom, skills 
labs, or work sites. Assessment practices are examined and modified through student input, 
Advisory Committee recommendations, faculty evaluation of efficacy, and relevancy to updated 
curriculum.  
 
Student feedback on the program is gathered through Class Climate, the online student 
assessment of learning engagement (SALE) tool. The dean and the faculty review the results 
after each quarter, and use this information to improve the learning and student achievement in 
each course. In addition, the College uses Taskstream course and program assessment software 
to assess student learning outcomes and program effectiveness. (Standard 2.C.5). 
 
Admission and graduation requirements for the BAS-OPM are clearly defined in the academic 
standards portion of the 2016-2017 catalog, pages 9 and 168, respectively. 
 
Award of Credit, Prior Learning Assessment, and Transfer of Credit 

The BAS-OPM program is awarded credit and degrees through the same processes as existing 
College programs. The award of credit and degrees at CPTC is based upon documented student 
achievement and awarded in a manner consistent with generally accepted norms, or 
equivalencies, in higher education (Standard 2.C.3). 
 
The process for awarding credit for prior experiential learning is guided by Chapter 4, Section 11 
of CPTC’s Policy and Procedures Manual, which addresses Prior Learning Assessment, is 
communicated in the CPTC catalog (page 140) and on the College website. 
 
Also using the procedures already in place, students transferring to CPTC are given appropriate 
credit for college-level work successfully completed (2.0 grade) at accredited post-secondary 
institutions upon submission of an official transcript to the Enrollment Services Office (Standard 
2.C.8).  
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Student Support Resources 

Because the BAS-OPM program was designed for working adults who want to progress in their 
field, the curriculum and delivery methods are targeted to this audience as demonstrated above 
(Standard 2.D.1). In addition, BAS-OPM students have access to all of the support, advising, and 
counseling services generally available to students at CPTC. Below some specific supports are 
explained. 
 

a. Admission and Enrollment Services.  
 
CPTC is dedicated to making the admissions experience as simple and intuitive as 
possible for new BAS-OPM students. An Admissions Coordinator, Theresa Gonzalez, 
has been hired in part to support the BAS-OPM program. The Admissions Coordinator 
works closely with the BAS-OPM faculty to simplify the enrollment process for BAS-
OPM students. She also conducts application completion workshops for prospective 
BAS-OPM students immediately after BAS program information sessions. Credit 
evaluation, transfer review, and prior learning assessment for BAS-OPM students are 
handled by the Transcript Evaluator in the Office of the Registrar. BAS-OPM 
applications include two essay questions. 
 

b. Advising & Counseling Services. 
 
The department (http://www.cptc.edu/advising) has dedicated an advisor/counselor 
faculty member, Taylor McGovern, to the BAS-OPM program. Taylor meets with 
prospective and enrolling students during regular office hours, Monday through Friday 
8:00 to 5:00, with evening hours every other Wednesday, and periodically attends the 
BAS-OPM Saturday meetings, as well.  
 

c. Financial Aid Office. 
 
The College Foundation is offering $600 scholarships to ten incoming BAS-OPM 
students this fall. (http://www.cptc.edu/money) 
 

d. New Student Orientation.  
 
BAS-OPM students meet as a group the first Saturday of the first quarter of each new 
cohort for a new student orientation (Standard 2.D.3). Faculty and administrators take 
turns going over requirements related to the program, as well as other relevant 
information such as licensure or other unique requirements for employment (2.D.6). 
During the three Saturday meetings per quarter throughout the program, faculty update 
students with information, including graduation requirements and transfer policies. In the 
event of a significant change of requirements or elimination of the program, CPTC has 
established a procedure for notification and “teaching out” of a program (Standard 
2.D.4). 
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The BAS-OPM program requirements, including degrees offered, faculty credentials, student 
conduct, and grading policies, are found in the College catalog, which is available on the CPTC 
website (Standard 2.D.5). The catalog also includes other information on such topics as student 
record retention, financial aid, co-curricular activities, auxiliary services, and the identification 
verification process (Standards 2.D.7 through 2.D.14). 
 
Library 

Understanding the importance of library and information services to student success, the library 
staff integrates library and information resources into the baccalaureate learning process by 
working closely with instructional faculty to maintain a collection of relevant, up-to-date 
resources that support the BAS curriculum (Standard 2.E.1). On a quarterly basis, librarians 
contact all faculty members, including BAS-OPM faculty, providing information on 
opportunities to schedule information literacy and library orientation sessions. BAS-OPM faculty 
use the library during Saturday class meetings. The library is staffed with a faculty librarian on 
Saturdays who meets with BAS-OPM classes and students as needed and tailors sessions to the 
specific needs of each class (Standard 2.E.2). 
 
In order to better support the specialized needs of BAS students, the library recently expanded its 
resources for BAS and other students through the implementation of the Alma-Primo catalog 
system. Students are able to access (from home or in the library) a greater number of databases 
and information. The College Foundation donated $20,000 for the implementation of this 
system. 
 
CANVAS, the College’s learning management system, includes a link to the library website 
allowing faculty to easily direct students to library resources including research databases, 
eBooks, and the library catalog. QuestionPoint, an online reference service, is also available on 
the library webpage. All CPTC students and staff are able to ask and receive assistance from 
professional reference librarians twenty-four hours a day. This is especially important for BAS 
students, as many of them work full-time. 
 
Review 

The BAS program has been successfully integrated into existing College structures to meet or 
exceed the applicable accreditation standards, as evidenced in the body of this report. CPTC 
graduated one cohort of eight students this spring and is currently accepting enrollment for a new 
cohort starting this fall. A tenure-track faculty member has been hired for this fall. 
 
The program design continues to meet the needs of business and industry according to the BAS-
OPM Program Advisory Committee. Associate degree faculty continue to collaborate with BAS-
OPM faculty to ensure alignment of needs based on the program advisory committees of all of 
them. The Department of Labor and Industries job forecasts show high need for baccalaureate-
educated managers and operations managers in this region. The hybrid, Saturday meeting format 
has proven very convenient to working students. 
 
Enrollment has remained low for a number of reasons that are being illuminated and corrected. 
First, after year one of the program, the primary developer and recruiter, the Director of the BAS 
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program left the College. At that time, it was decided not to replace him, but to increase 
admissions support staff dedicated to BAS-OPM. The time lapse between these created a lull in 
recruitment efforts. Since the onboarding of the admissions support staff, work has been 
underway to decrease the obstacles in the enrollment process (including finding a way to 
integrate an online application system for baccalaureate degrees and reducing admissions 
requirements to align with other public institutions).  
 
The normal recruitment channels of the College are directed toward students without previous 
education, including high school students. CPTC is now attaching BAS marketing to existing 
structures, using the Customer Relations Management System to identify potential alumni, and 
increasing and forging partnerships with other colleges, and local business and industry. 
Working BAS-OPM students in the first cohort have provided entry to several local industries, 
which have, in turn, promoted our program and hired our BAS-OPM graduates. 
 
Industry personnel continue to be excited by the quality and the delivery system of our program. 
Our list of students interested but still completing an associate degree continues to expand. 
Recently, three more CPTC associate program instructors have contacted the BAS-OPM faculty 
and staff, requesting input on designing industry-specific electives for their own students to use 
while completing the BAS-OPM degree.  
 
CONCLUSION 

CPTC’s progress reflects the College’s commitment to its mission, continued improvement, and 
shared governance. As demonstrated in the previous pages, the College is fully addressing the 
Commission’s recommendations and has built a sustainable, high quality BAS program. We 
request its provisional status be upgraded. 
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TAB 5a 
 

 
 
 
 
 

REGULAR MEETING OF THE STATE BOARD FOR 
 

COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
 
 
 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

March 27, 2014 
 
 
 
 

State Board Members 
 

Beth Willis (Chair), Lakewood 
Shaunta Hyde (Vice Chair), Lake Forest Park 

Sharon Fairchild, Spokane 
Jim Bricker, Coupeville 

Elizabeth Chen, Federal Way 
Anne Fennessy, Seattle 
Wayne Martin, Richland 

Larry Brown, Auburn 
Jay Reich, Seattle 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Statutory Authority:  Laws of 1967, Chapter 28B.50 Revised Code of Washington 
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State of Washington 
STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES 

Olympia 
 

A C T I O N   I N D E X 
March 27, 2014 

 
 

Resolution 
Number 

 
Description 

Page in 
Minutes 

   
 Appointment of Nominating Committee for 2014-15 State 

Board Chair and Vice Chair 
 

1 

 Adoption of Consent Agenda: 1 
---- 

 
- Approval of State Board Regular Meeting Minutes 

for February 6, 2014 
 

14-03-09 
 

14-03-10 
 
 

- Spokane Falls Community College: Local 
Expenditure Authority, Building Equipment 

- Yakima Valley Community College: Property 
Surplus and Acquisition, Toppenish Learning 
Center 

 

   
14-03-11 Approval of Cascadia College Bachelor of Applied Science 

in Sustainable Practices 
3 

   
14-03-12 Approval of Clark Colleges Bachelor of Applied Science in 

Dental Hygiene 
3 

   
14-03-13 Approval of Clover Park Technical College Bachelor of 

Applied Science in Manufacturing Operations 
3 

   
14-03-14 Approval of Highline Community College Bachelor of 

Applied Behavioral Science Youth Development 
3 

   
14-03-15 Approval of Skagit Valley College Bachelor of Applied 

Science in Environmental Conservation 
3 

   
14-03-16 Approval of Yakima Valley Community College Bachelor of 

Applied Science in Applied Business Management 
3 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 
STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES 

Olympia 
 

Regular Meeting Minutes 
March 27, 2014 

State Board Office, Olympia, WA 
 

The State Board held a study session on March 26, 2014, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The Board 
heard presentations on subjects including: 1) Limited License Legal Technician Program, 2) Capital 
Budget Status Update, 3) Operating Budget and Tuition Status Update, 4) 2015-17 Operating Budget 
Development, 5) Applied Baccalaureate Program Approval Process, 6) Year Up, 7) Legislative and 
Communication Report, 8) Trustees’ Report, 9) Presidents’ Report, and 10) Executive Director 
Report.  No action was taken at the study session. 
 

 
State Board Members Present: Beth Willis, Shaunta Hyde, Sharon Fairchild, Jim Bricker, Elizabeth 
Chen, Wayne Martin, Anne Fennessy, Jay Reich 
 
State Board Members Absent: Larry Brown 
 
 
CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME 
 
Chair Beth Willis called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m. welcomed those present and asked for 
audience introductions. 
 
 
ADOPTION OF REGULAR MEETING AGENDA 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Shaunta Hyde and seconded by Wayne Martin that the State Board adopt 
its March 27, 2014, regular meeting agenda as presented. 
 
 
APPOINTMENT OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE FOR 2014-15 SBCTC CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR 
 
State Board Chair, Beth Willis, appointed Sharon Fairchild to the Nominating Committee.  
Anne Fennessy and Jay Reich agreed to serve as members of the committee.  Election of the 
State Board officers will be held per the State Board By-laws at the June meeting. 
 
 
ADOPTION OF CONSENT AGENDA (Resolutions 14-03-09 through 14-03-10) 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Shaunta Hyde and seconded by Elizabeth Chen that the State Board adopt 
the consent agenda for its March 27, 2014, regular meeting as follows: 
 

a) Approval of February 6, 2014, State Board regular meeting minutes 
b) Resolution 14-03-09: Spokane Falls Community College:  Local Expenditure Authority, 

Building Equipment 
c) Resolution 14-03-10: Yakima Valley Community College: Property Surplus and 

Acquisition, Toppenish Learning Center 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
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SBCTC Meeting Minutes 
March 27, 2014 
Page 2 
 
 
IMPROVING OUTCOMES IN PRE-COLLEGE MATH EDUCATION 
 
State Board member Wayne Martin and State Board staff Jan Yoshiwara presented that Washington 
community and technical colleges, like many two-year colleges across the nation, have focused 
significant attention in recent years on improving student success and completion in developmental 
education programs, especially in mathematics.  The specific reform approaches most frequently 
used have focused on reducing the length of remedial programs through “acceleration” models, 
including new curricular structures and new content pathways; instructional approaches emphasizing 
real-world contexts in the learning; and placement reforms incorporating multiple measures to the 
process of placing students into appropriate courses.  The innovations in developmental education 
have been so extensive; both at the local college level and systemic, that there is a critical need now 
to understand more clearly how these innovations have worked and create a strategic plan for scaling 
the successes.   
 
The discussion with Board members, panelists and staff provide an overview of system level actions 
in this area to date, shared some key examples of college district-wide actions, and proposed an 
approach to develop a strategic plan for math completion. 
 
 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION ON COLLEGE READINESS POLICIES 
 
Jan Yoshiwara of the State Board staff presented the State Board of Education is the state’s policy 
agency for K12 education, including responsibility for setting high school graduation requirements with 
the goal of career and college readiness for high school graduates. 
 
A panel from the State Board of Education presented that the State Board of Education has increased 
credits required to earn a high school diploma, including a greater emphasis on mathematics.  Among 
issues the Board is currently engaged in are implementation of their new high school graduation 
requirements, the relationship between the Smarter Balanced Assessment and the Board’s policy on 
the High School and Beyond plan for each high school student, and uses of the 11th grade Smarter 
Balanced Assessment for high school graduation, college readiness assessment and placement, and 
admissions by higher education institutions. 
 
Board members participated in a discussion about college readiness strategies and collaboration 
between the two boards. 
 
 
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS OF BACHELORS OF APPLIED SCIENCES (RESOLUTIONS 14-03-11 
THROUGH 14-03-16) 
 
Edward Esparza of the State Board staff presented that in February 2013, the State Board adopted 
the revised approval process, selection criteria, and application materials for community and technical 
colleges seeking to offer an applied baccalaureate program. 
 
Each college completed an initial step in the approval process when college administrators previously 
met with State Board members to discuss how the proposed degree aligns with the college’s strategic 
goals and meets regional/statewide needs. 
 
The final step in the approval process requires State Board action on the college’s application to offer 
the proposed applied baccalaureate degree. 
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SBCTC Meeting Minutes 
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Page 3 
 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Anne Fennessy and seconded by Jim Bricker that the State Board adopt 
Resolution 14-03-11 approving the Cascadia College Bachelor of Applied Science in 
Sustainable Practices. 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Sharon Fairchild and seconded by Shaunta Hyde that the State Board 
adopt Resolution 14-03-12 approving the Clark College Bachelor of Applied Science in Dental 
Hygiene. 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Shaunta Hyde and seconded by Wayne Martin that the State Board adopt 
Resolution 14-03-13 approving the Clover Park Technical College Bachelor of Applied Science 
in Manufacturing Operations. 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Jay Reich and seconded by Shaunta Hyde that the State Board adopt 
Resolution 14-03-14 approving the Highline Community College Bachelor of Applied 
Behavioral Science in Youth Development. 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Jim Bricker and seconded by Wayne Martin that the State Board adopt 
Resolution 14-03-15 approving the Skagit Valley College Bachelor of Applied Science in 
Environmental Conservation. 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
MOTION:  Moved by Wayne Martin and seconded by Shaunta Hyde that the State Board adopt 
Resolution 14-03-16 approving the Yakima Valley Community College Bachelor of Applied 
Science in Applied Business Management. 
 
MOTION CARRIED. 
 
 
CHAIR NOTES 
 
State Board Chair, Beth Willis, congratulated Jim Bricker on his inclusion in the Congressional Record 
and for his State Senate Resolution, both for his retirement. 
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SBCTC Meeting Minutes 
March 27, 2014 
Page 4 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT/NEXT MEETING 
 
There being no further business, the State Board adjourned its regular meeting of March 27, 2014, at 
11:10 a.m.  The State Board will hold next meeting May 7-8, 2014, at the Columbia Basin College. 
 
      
 
       ______________________________ 
       Elizabeth Willis, Chair 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
______________________________ 
Marty Brown, Secretary 
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College Programs: Clover Park

Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Primary/Option

Graphic Technologies10.0303 743 60 18 114 AAT

Computer Programming and Web Development11.0201 515 75 20 105 AAT#########

Computer Programming and Web Development 40 C11.0201 515 ####

Digital Entertainment Design & Production11.0801 524 60 20 128 AAT#########

Computer Networking & Information Systems Security11.1003 506 100 40 110-115 AAT#########

Cisco Network Design & Security 26 C11.1003 506

Computer & Communications Security 25 C11.1003 506 ####

Computer Networking & Information Systems Security Professional 30 10-15 86 C11.1003 506 ####

Cosmetology12.0401 823 150 100 123-128 AAT#########

Esthetic Sciences12.0409 822 40 40 103 AAT#########

Pastry Arts12.0501 847 30 20 122 AAT

Pastry Arts 78 C12.0501 847

Culinary Arts12.0503 850 20 60 122 AAT#########

Basic Cooking Skills 75 C12.0503 850

Restaurant Management 20 12 44 C12.0503 850

Early Care & Education13.1210 402 20 10 112 AAT#########

Early Childhood Foundation 29 C13.1210 402

Early Childhood Specialist 63 C13.1210 402

School-Age Out of School Program 27 C13.1210 402

Special Needs Certificate 10 8 33 C13.1210 402 ####

Composites15.0000 603 25 20 116 AAT#########

Advanced Composites Manufacturing 40 30 29 C15.0000 603 ####

Nondestructive Testing15.0000 603 25 20 123 AAT#########

Eddy Current Testing 33 C15.0000 603 ####

Magnetic Particle & Liquid Penetrant Testing 33 C15.0000 603 ####

Quality Assurance 40 30 28 C15.0000 603 ####

Radiographic Testing 33 C15.0000 603 ####

Ultrasonic Testing 33 C15.0000 603 ####
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Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Architectural Engineering Design15.0101 638 20 10 104 AAT

Architectural CAD Drafting 20 15 42 C15.0101 638

Mechatronics 15.0403 633 40 18 108 AAS-T#########

Environmental Sciences & Technology15.0507 616 40 15 116 AAT

Electrician Low Voltage Fire/Security43.0204 840 20 8 123 AAT

Electrician Low Voltage Fire/Security 78 C43.0204 840

Sustainable Building Science46.9902 766 20 15 106 AAT

TAPP - Trades Academy Pre-apprenticeship Prep46.9998 759 43 C

Heating & Air Conditioning Refrigeration/Service Technician47.0201 703 30 24 109 AAT

Basic HVAC/Refrigeration Service Tech 84 C47.0201 703

Automotive Collision Technician47.0603 709 36 25 119 AAT#########

Automotive Collision Refinishing Tech 77 C47.0603 709 ####

Automotive Collision Structure Repair Tech 77 C47.0603 709 ####

Automotive Restoration/Customization--Finishing 72 C47.0603 709

Automotive Technician47.0604 712 60 27 163 AAT#########

Auto Drive Train Technician 71 C47.0604 712 ####

Auto Electrical, Electronics & AC/Heating Tech 43 C47.0604 712 ####

Auto Engine Repair & Engine Perform Tech 89 C47.0604 712 ####

Auto Front End & Brakes Tech 39 C47.0604 712 ####

Automotive Technician: Hybrid & Alternative Fuel Vehicle Maintenance 16 16 70 C47.0604 712 ####

Automotive Technician: Hybrid & Alternative Fuel Vehicle Maintenance 16 16 181 AAT47.0604 712 ####

Ford Maintenance & Light Repair Tech 99 C47.0604 712 ####

Aviation Maintenance Technician47.0687 718 84 31 164 AAT#########

Airframe Maintenance Tech 105 C47.0687 718 ####

Powerplant Maintenance Tech 98 C47.0687 718

Manufacturing Technologies48.0501 808 18 10 138 AAT

CNC Programmer/CATIA 20 18 40 C48.0501 808

Machinist Apprentice 95 1425 C48.0501 808

Machinist Helper 26 C48.0501 808

Welding Technology48.0508 814 18 9 120 AAT#########

Flux Cored Arc Welding 38 C48.0508 814

Gas Metal Arc Welding 38 C48.0508 814

Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 38 Cert48.0508 814

Shielded Metal Arc Welding 38 C48.0508 814

Professional Pilot49.0102 672 40 10 114 AAT
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Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Commercial Pilot 63 C49.0102 672

Instrument Pilot 24 C49.0102 672

Private Pilot 24 C49.0102 672

Interior Design50.0408 734 35 16 120 AAT

Dental Assistant51.0601 305 54 30 107 AAT#########

Dental Assistant 92 C51.0601 305 ####

Health Unit Coordinator51.0703 532 25 50 43 C

Medical Assistant51.0801 381 36 16 89 C#########

Medical Laboratory Technician51.0802 314 13 11 104 AAT

Pharmacy Technician51.0805 399 20 30 96 AAT

Pharmacy Technician 81 C51.0805 399

Surgical Technology51.0909 332 20 18 125 AAT

Medical Histology Technician51.1008 317 110 AAT#########

Hemodialysis Technician51.1011 380 16 10 44 C##########

Central Service/Sterile Processing51.1012 383 20 30 44 C#########

Human Services51.1594 434 25 11 102-121 AAT

Chemical Dependency Specialist 40 C51.1594 434 ####

Massage Studies51.3501 837 20 27 104 AAT

Clinical Massage Practitioner 60 50 42 C51.3501 837

Swedish Practitioner 60 50 44 C51.3501 837

Nursing: RN Option51.3801 323 20 20 50 AAS-T#########

Nursing: Practical Nursing51.3901 326 90 70 60 C#########

Retail Business Management52.0212 298 30 30 91 AAT#########

Retail Management52.0212 298 15 15 37 C#########

Accounting52.0302 505 40 21 119 AAT

Bookkeeping Clerk 42 C52.0302 505

Short-term Programs

Greenhouse and Nursery Management01.0605 150 12-17 C#########

Introduction to Landscape Construction01.0605 150 16 C#########

Landscape Design01.0605 150 14 C#########

Landscape Maintenance and Equipment01.0605 150 12-17 C#########
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Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Plant Identification, Care and Use01.0605 150 18 C#########

I-NET+ Certification11.0203 501 3 C

BICSI Installer I11.0901 527 4 C

BICSI Installer II11.0901 527 4 C

BICSI Technician Training11.0901 527 4 C

Security+ Certification Preparation11.1003 506 4 C

A+ Certification11.1006 509 6 C

Linux+ Certification Preparation11.1006 509 3 C

MCSE11.1006 509 18 C

Network+ Certification Preparation11.1006 509 3 C

Early Childhood Leadership13.1210 402 18 C

ECE: Creating a Green Classroom13.1210 402 17 C

ECE: Sustaining a Green Program13.1210 402 19 C

Instructional Assistant13.1501 839 16 C

Fundamental Skills for Manufacturing and Engineering (FSME)15.0613 607 18 C########

Emergency Call Taker43.9999 555 12 C#########

Weatherization46.0496 656 19 C

Forklift Certification46.9998 759 4 C

Auto Rest & Custom - Finish Assmt & Research47.0603 709 19 C

Hybrid and Alternate Fuel Vehicle Operation & Maintenance47.0604 712 18 C

Basic Welding48.0508 814 19 C

Cabinetry I48.0703 877 19 C

Cabinetry II48.0703 877 19 C

Cabinetry III48.0703 877 19 C

Carpentry Drawing and Materials48.0703 877 14 C#########

Employment in Carpentry48.0703 877 13-18 C#########

Introduction to Cabinet Making and Carpentry48.0703 877 13 C#########

Joinery and Assembly Methods48.0703 877 15 C#########

Woodworking Artistry48.0703 877 12 C#########

Flight Instructor49.0102 672 12 C

Interior Design - Kitchen & Bath50.0408 734 18 C
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Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Sustainable Interior Design50.0408 734 19 C#########

Healthcare Informatics51.0707 529 19 C

Medical Transcription51.0708 574 19 C

Medical Billing Specialist51.0713 313 15 C

Phlebotomy Skills51.1009 382 4 C

Dietary Manager51.3104 388 12 C

Nursing Assistant (NAC)51.3902 329 13 C

Basic Bookkeeping for the Small Business52.0302 505 13 C

Human Resources Generalist52.1001 545 9 C

Human Resources Management Certification52.1001 545 14 C

Pathways to Employment98.0003 887 18 C

Apprenticeship Programs

Child Care Assistant/Associate I13.1210 402 144

Child Care Assistant/Associate II13.1210 402 288

Educational Paraprofessional13.1501 839 432

Roofer46.0410 755 350

AAS-T Degree Programs

Graphic Technologies10.0303 743 119 AAS-T

Computer Programming and Web Development11.0201 515 105 AAS-T#########

Digital Entertainment Design & Production11.0801 524 133 AAS-T#########

Computer Networking & Information Systems Security11.1003 506 115-120 AAS-T#########

Pastry Arts12.0501 847 30 20 127 AAS-T

Culinary Arts12.0503 850 127 AAS-T#########

Early Care & Education13.1210 402 117 AAS-T#########

Composites15.0000 603 25 20 116 AAS-T#########

Nondestructive Testing15.0000 603 123 AAS-T#########

Architectural Engineering Design15.0101 638 109 AAS-T
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Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Environmental Sciences & Technology15.0507 616 116 AAS-T

Sustainable Building Science46.9902 766 20 15 106 AAS-T

Construction–Residential 18 9 40 C46.9998 759

Automotive Technician: Hybrid & Alternative Fuel Vehicle Maintenance47.0604 712 16 16 186 AAS-T#########

Aviation Maintenance Technician47.0687 718 169 AAS-T

Welding Technology48.0508 814 125 AAS-T#########

Professional Pilot49.0102 672 119 AAS-T

Interior Design50.0408 734 125 AAS-T

Medical Histology Technician51.1008 317 20 20 115 AAS-T#########

Human Services51.1594 434 102-121 AAS-T

Accounting52.0302 505 124 AAS-T

Baccalaureate Degree Programs

Bachelor of Applied Science - Operations Management52.0205 62B 180 BAS##########
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Primary Option Capacity Program Title Compl Credit Clock AwardEPC Plan Code

Inactive Programs

EPC Program Title      Primary Options Plan Code Capacity Credit Award

01.0605 150 Landscape Management     (10/1/2016)

10.0303 743 Graphic Design     (10/1/2016)

10.0303 743 Prepress Operations     (10/1/2016)

11.0201 515 Computer Programmer     (10/1/2016)

11.0201 515 Web Developer     (11/1/2016)

11.0801 524 Web Design & Open Source Web Development     (10/1/2016)

11.1003 506 MS Network Administration & Security     (7/11/2017) 24 C

12.0409 822 Esthetics     (1/13/2017) 44 C

12.0409 822 Medical Esthetics     (7/11/2017) 44 C

48.0303 874 Automotive Upholstery & Glass Tech     (10/1/2016)

51.0601 305 Dental Administrative Specialist     (7/11/2017) 20 73 C
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Memorandum of Understanding between  

Bellingham Technical College and Clover Park Technical College 

for the Development of Academic Cooperation  

in the Field of Operations Management 

The objective of this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is to stimulate and facilitate the 

development of collaborative and mutually beneficial programs to serve the students at each institution, 

specifically in the field of Operations Management. Thus, Bellingham Technical College (BTC) and Clover 

Park Technical College (CPTC) have agreed that the two educational Institutions will: 

a) work collaboratively to develop curriculum, lesson plans, and instructional materials; 

b) establish and facilitate processes so that students at one institution can enroll in courses at the 

other and receive appropriate credit; 

c) collaboratively promote and market their programs in the field of Operations Management; and 

d) share best practices in the development, delivery and administration of these programs. 

In the implementation of specific cooperative programs, a written agreement covering all relevant 

aspects including funding and the obligations to be undertaken by each party will be negotiated, 

mutually agreed and formalized in writing, prior to the commencement of the program. 

This MOU will take effect from the date of its signing and shall be valid for an unlimited period from that 

date unless sooner terminated, revoked or modified by mutual written agreement between the parties, 

and may be extended by mutual written agreement. 

Either party may terminate the MOU at any time during the term by the provision of three months 

written notice to the other party. 

 

SIGNATURES 

For and on behalf of  
Bellingham Technical College 

 

For and on behalf of  
Clover Park Technical College 
 

 
Dr. Frank Powers 
Vice President of Instruction 
 
Date: 12-1-2015 
 

Dr. Joyce Loveday 
Vice President for Student Learning 
 
Date: 12-1-2015 
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APPENDIX J 
BAS-OPM Program Outcomes 
 
Graduates of the BASMO program will: 
 

1. Demonstrate a mastery of the mathematical tools required for operations management. 
2. Apply qualitative and quantitative forecasting techniques to the selection of processes and facility 

layouts that will optimize production. 
3. Describe how to plan, implement and manage a comprehensive quality management program. 
4. Apply mathematical approaches to solve typical make/buy and outsourcing problems. 
5. Explain the meaning of Lean terminology and concepts including Value Stream Mapping, 

Workplace Organization and Standardization, 5-S and Cellular Flow, Kan Ban and Total 
Production Maintenance. 

6. Develop a written proposal for a newly designed or modified facility including a financial 
justification for the project, and carry out a verbal presentation of the results. 

7. Explain key terms used in statistical process control (SPC) including control charts, continuous 
improvement, acceptance sampling, and the design of experiments. 

8. Demonstrate the application of project management techniques to develop realistic and 
comprehensive project plans; identify risk areas; monitor the plans; and deal with problems. 

9. Develop clear and coherent technical reports, proposals, memoranda, and e-mails; and deliver 
presentations too groups. 

10. Analyze projects, compare alternatives, and make sound business decisions based on economic 
principles such as time value of money, internal rate of return, and cost-benefit ratios.  

11. Demonstrate the ability to identify and then develop acceptable resolution of ethical dilemmas 
that might occur in the workplace. 

12. Discuss how the leadership skills; good recruitment and retention practices; motivation and team 
building; the management of change; and conflict resolution can affect the behavior and 
interaction of people at work. 

13. Explain how efficient work design and ergonomics can increase operator effectiveness and reduce 
production costs.  

14. Demonstrate a level of critical thinking, teamwork, communication, and technical and 
information literacy commensurate with a management position in industry. 
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APPENDIX K 

Course Syllabus 

 

  

  

  

OPM 313 

  

Quality Management 

  

 5 Credits 

  

 A hybrid, online course, 50 hours 

   

 

Instructor: Mel Oyler 

Office Hours: Thursday, 6-7 p.m. online or phone, other times by arrangement 

Telephone:  360-320-3773,  please call between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. 

Location: Orientation, Midterm, and Final locations to be announced. 
Weekly online, Tuesdays 7-9 

Email Address: mel.oyler@cptc.edu or melolife133@gmail.com    
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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Equips students with the tools used to plan, implement and manage quality management 
programs with special emphasis on process documentation, staff training, and communication 
of results to management and auditors. 

PREREQUISITES 

Math& 146.  

COLLEGE-WIDE CORE ABILITIES 

 Core abilities are transferable skills that are essential to an individual’s success, regardless of 
occupation or community setting.  These skills are intended to  

• Complement specific occupational skills 
• Broaden one’s ability to function outside a given occupation, and 
• Connect occupation, personal, and community roles. 

 Graduates of all Clover Park Technical College programs will be able to demonstrate 
competency in each of the following CORE ABILITY areas: 

 

 COMMUNICATION                     

    CRITICAL THINKING/PROBLEM SOLVING 

  PERSONAL/PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY      

  INFORMATION/TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY    

These symbols appear in the course syllabus to identify, which specific learning objectives 
relate to the core abilities. Your instructor will provide more detailed explanations of how 
acquiring these core abilities can help you to successfully achieve your career, educational and 
personal goals. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES & CORE ABILITIES: 

Course Learning Objectives: Core Abilities: 

Upon completion of the course the learner will 
be able to: 

   
            

 Objective 1   Compare and contrast the quality 
management concepts espoused by Deming, and 
some of the resulting approaches such as Total 
Quality Management (TQM), Six Sigma, ISO 
9000 and AS 9100. 

 X   

Objective 2   Discuss quality requirements 
specific to regulated industries such as 
biomedical devices and aerospace 

    

Objective 3   Develop a plan for the 
implementation and management of a 
comprehensive quality management program 
within an organization with special emphasis on 
process documentation, staff training, and 
communication of results to management and 
auditors. 

 X X  

 

 INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS 

Lecture, discussion, case studies, problem solving, small group activities, presentations, group 
presentations 
 
ASSESSMENT OF OBJECTIVES 

quizzes, tests, discussion posts, calculations, papers, presentations  

GRADING POLICY  

This course is based on points. 
 
College level work 
of excellent quality: 
95-100=A  
90-94=A- 

College level work 
of good quality: 
87-89=B+ 
84-86=B 
80-83=B- 
  

College level work 
of acceptable quality: 
77-79=C+ 
74-76=C 
70-73=C- 
  

Not college level 
work, or is 
unfinished: 
67-69=D+ 
64-66=D 
60-63=D- 

 

 

INSTITUTION/PROGRAM/COURSE POLICIES 
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Student Photography Policy 

 During the course of instruction, faculty and staff of Clover Park Technical College may take 
photos of classroom and lab training time for use in both documenting the instructional process 
and to promote the courses. These photographs may be used in presentations, advertisements 
and marketing products. Students wishing to be excluded from these photos are asked to notify 
the photographer that they do not want to be included in the photographs.  

  

 

  SPECIAL NEEDS 

 If you have a documented disability that requires reasonable accommodation or assistance in 
an emergency, contact the Student Disability Specialist at 253-589-5767 in Bldg. 17 as early as 
possible.  I will help you in any way I can. 

 

MINIMUM TECHNICAL SKILLS OF STUDENTS 

 Must be proficient in word processing and familiar with spreadsheets  

 

REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY 

 Required Hardware. 

 Must have computer access every day. 

Required Software.   

  *   Operating systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 7, MAC OSX 
  *   Browsers:  Newer versions of Mozilla Firefox or Safari for Mac users 
  *   AOL’s Browser is not supported. 
  *   High speed internet (Broadband, DSL) 

Internet Access 

 *   High speed internet (Broadband, DSL) available every day. 

  Other Technical Requirements 

          none 

 

REQUIRED TEXT, REFERENCES, LEARNING MATERIALS 

Jeffrey Liker. The Toyota Way: 14 Management Principles from the World’s Greatest 
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Manufacturer, New York:  McGraw-Hill, 2012 

William Stevenson.  Operations Management, 11th ed.  New York:  McGraw-Hill, 2012.  

Ronald Larson.  Engineering with Excel, 4th ed.  Pearson, 2013.  

 

COMMUNICATION POLICY 

 Please send me an email or call me (between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., please) if you need help or are 
going to be absent. 

• Feedback Policy – see below 
• Safety - n/a 
• Schedule of Studies -online 
• Participation – see below 

  

 

 Final Note:  Learn what you don’t know, share what you do. We lift as we climb. 

 

 SCHEDULE OF MAIN TOPICS 

 

Week # Date Module Topic Deliverable 
1  1 The quality function in 

organizations 
- related functions 
- forms of organization 

HW 1 Due 

2  2 Deming’s approach 
 

HW 2 Due 

3  3 TQM  
 

HW 3 Due 

4  4 Six sigma HW 4 Due 
5   Review for mid-term Mid- term exam, 

Tools Presentation 
6  5 ISO 9000 and 9100 HW 5 Due 
7  6 Planning for quality HW 6 Due 
8  7 Quality and the supply 

chain 
HW 7 Due 

9  8 Operations strategy for 
quality 

HW 8 Due 

10   Review for final Final exam, Analysis 
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paper presentation 
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APPENDIX L 

BAS – Operations Management Program Outline 

Scope and Sequence 
Academic	  Bridge	  	  

Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
0	  to	  20	  credits	  of	  lower	  division	  courses	  as	  required	  to	  meet	  
the	  requirements	  for	  entry	  to	  the	  Junior	  Year.	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

TOTAL	   	  	   0	  -‐	  20	  	  
	  

	   	   	   	   	  Quarter	  1	  
Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
MAT	  311:	  Mathematical	  Techniques	  for	  Operations	  
Management	  	  
(formerly	  OPM	  311)	  	  

50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  

OPM	  312:	  Forecasting	  and	  System	  Design	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
ENGL	  310:	  Business	  Communications	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  

TOTAL	   150	   15	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  Quarter	  2	  
Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
OPM	  313:	  Quality	  Management	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
OPM	  314:	  Logistical	  Planning	  &	  Supply	  Chain	  Management	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
PHIL	  310:	  Professional	  Ethics	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  

TOTAL	   150	   15	  
Quarter	  3	  

Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
OPM	  315:	  Lean	  Concepts	  and	  Applications	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
300/400-‐level	  industry-‐specific	  elective	  	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
ECON	  310:	  Managerial	  Economics	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  

TOTAL	   150	   15	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  Quarter	  4	  
Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
300/400-‐level	  industry-‐specific	  elective	   50	   	   	  	   50	   5	  
300/400-‐level	  industry-‐specific	  elective	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
BUS	  310:	  Project	  Management	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  
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TOTAL	   150	   15	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  
Quarter	  5	  

Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
OPM	  491:	  Focused	  Study	  I	   50	   	   	  	   50	   5	  
OPM	  492:	  Focused	  Study	  II	   50	   	   	   50	   5	  
PSYC	  311:	  Industrial	  and	  Organizational	  Psychology	  
(formerly	  PSYC	  310:	  	  Organizational	  Psychology)	   50	   	  	   	  	   50	   5	  

TOTAL	   150	   15	  

      Quarter	  6	  
Courses	   Hours	   Credits	  
	  	   Lecture	   Lab	   Other	   Total	   	  	  
OPM	  493:	  Focused	  Study	  III	   50	   	   	  	   50	   5	  
OPM	  498:	  Individual	  Capstone	  Project	  
	  	  	  	  	  (or,	  with	  instructor’s	  permission,	  OPM	  495:	  Internship)	   50	   	   	  	   50	   5	  

OPM	  499:	  Group	  Capstone	  Project	   50	   	   	  	   50	   5	  
TOTAL	   150	   15	  

 
Electives may include up to 15 transfer credits of industry-specific accredited 
courses 
 
Manufacturing Option:  OPM 411: Facility layout and Materials Handling; OPM 412:  
Workplace Health and Safety Management; and OPM 413: Measurement and 
Statistical Process Control 
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APPENDIX M 
Crosswalk of Program Outcomes to Operations Management Course Objectives  

  
The core abilities CPTC has created to align courses with its mission are listed below and noted in 
parentheses behind applicable objectives. 
 

A. Communication 
B. Critical Thinking/Problem Solving 
C. Personal/Professional Responsibility 
D. Information/Technological Literacy 

 
Table 4. Crosswalk of Program Outcomes and Course Objectives for Operations Management 

BAS-OPM Program Outcome Objectives from Course Syllabi:  Operations Management 
Demonstrate a mastery of the mathematical 
tools required for manufacturing operations 
management. 

MAT 311: Mathematical Techniques for Operations Mgmt. 
Objective 1   Compare and contrast single- and multiple-sampling plans. (B) 
Objective 2   Construct a decision tree and use it to analyze a business problem. 
(C)  
Objective 3   Conduct sensitivity analysis of a simple decision problem. 
Objective 4   Perform reliability calculations for a system. (B) 
Objective 5   Describe the type of problem that would lend itself to solution using 
linear programming. (A) 
 Objective 6   Formulate a linear programming model from a description of a 
business problem. (D) 

Apply qualitative and quantitative 
forecasting techniques to the selection of 
processes and facility layouts that will 
optimize production. 

OPM 312: Forecasting and System Design 
Objective 1   Outline the steps involved in the forecasting process. (A) 
Objective 2   Compare and contrast quantitative and qualitative approaches to 
forecasting. (B) 
Objective 3   Apply averaging techniques, trend and seasonal techniques, and 
regression analysis to solve typical problems. (B) 
Objective 4   Discuss some of the legal, ethical and sustainability considerations 
that arise in product and service design. (C) 
Objective 5   Explain the purpose and goal of life cycle assessment. (A) 

Describe how to plan, implement and 
manage a comprehensive quality 
management program within a 
manufacturing organization. 

OPM 313: Quality Management 
Objective 1   Compare and contrast the quality management concepts espoused 
by Deming, and some of the resulting approaches such as Total Quality 
Management (TQM), Six Sigma, ISO 9000 and AS 9100. (B) 
Objective 2   Discuss quality requirements specific to regulated industries such as 
biomedical devices and aerospace.  
Objective 3   Develop a plan for the implementation and management of a 
comprehensive quality management program within an organization with special 
emphasis on process documentation, staff training, and communication of results 
to management and auditors. (B, C) 

Apply mathematical approaches to solve 
typical make/buy and outsourcing problems. 

OPM 314: Logistical Planning and Supply Chain Mgmt. 
Objective 1   - Discuss the differences between supply chain management and 
logistics management. 
Objective 2   Explain how inventory management strategies relate to overall 
business strategy. 
Objective 3   Analyze the strategic, legal, financial and ethical considerations that 
must be taken into account when making outsourcing and make/buy decisions in 
a range of business situations. (B) 
Objective 4   Apply modern inventory management techniques, including 
mathematical approaches, to solve typical problems. (B) 
Objective 5   Compare and contrast the uses of materials resource planning 
(MRP), manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) and enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) systems. (D) 

Explain the meaning of Lean terminology 
and concepts including Value Stream 
Mapping, Workplace Organization and 
Standardization, 5-S and Cellular Flow, Kan 

OPM 315: Lean Concepts and Applications 
Objective 1 1 Analyze a business process using SIPOC diagrams, process 
mapping, and value stream mapping. 
Objective 2  Design and execute DMAIC projects and Kaizen events. (B)  
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Ban and Total Production Maintenance. Objective 3 Use statistical analyses to determine the relationship between process 
inputs and outputs. (B)  
Objective 4  Apply cause-effect diagrams and FMEA to identify process failure 
modes 
Objective 5 Apply Lean concepts including 5S, waste reduction, and source 
inspection/mistake proofing to real business problems 
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APPENDIX N 
Crosswalk of Program Outcomes to General Education Objectives  

 
The core abilities CPTC has created to align courses with its mission are listed below and 
noted in parentheses behind applicable objectives (Standard 2.C.10). 
 

A. Communication  (including human relations, Standard 2.C.9) 
B. Critical Thinking/Problem Solving (including computational skills, Standard 2.C.9) 
C. Personal/Professional Responsibility (including human relations, Standard 2.C.9) 
D. Information/Technological Literacy  

 
Crosswalk of Program Outcomes to Objectives Crosswalk – General Education 

BAS-‐OPM	  Program	  
Outcome	  

Objectives	  from	  Course	  Syllabi:	  General	  Education	  

Develop	  clear	  and	  coherent	  
technical	  reports,	  
proposals,	  memoranda,	  
and	  e-‐mails;	  and	  deliver	  
presentations	  too	  groups.	  

ENGL	  310:	  Business	  Communications	  
Objective	  1	  	  	  Explain	  how	  different	  organizational	  cultures,	  business	  practices,	  and	  social	  norms	  
affect	  communication	  in	  a	  broad	  range	  of	  business	  contexts.(A)	  
Objective	  2	  	  	  Analyze	  an	  organization's	  communication	  processes	  and	  key	  messages	  and	  
recommend	  changes	  that	  would	  improve	  the	  communication	  and	  delivery	  of	  messages	  and	  
business	  information.	  (B)	  
Objective	  3	  	  	  Produce	  effective,	  grammatically-‐correct	  business	  letters,	  reports,	  memos,	  emails	  
appropriate	  to	  a	  given	  situation,	  attending	  to	  the	  writer's	  objectives	  and	  the	  readers'	  needs.	  (A)	  
Objective	  4	  	  	  Working	  as	  part	  of	  a	  team,	  design	  and	  deliver	  a	  persuasive	  presentation	  using	  
appropriate	  electronic	  presentation	  software	  and	  systems	  in	  a	  specified	  time	  limit.	  (D)	  
Objective	  5	  	  	  Demonstrate	  clarity,	  precision,	  conciseness	  and	  coherence	  in	  the	  use	  of	  the	  English	  
language	  in	  both	  verbal	  and	  written	  communications.	  (A)	  

Analyze	  projects,	  compare	  
alternatives,	  and	  make	  
sound	  business	  decisions	  
based	  on	  economic	  
principles	  such	  as	  time	  
value	  of	  money,	  internal	  
rate	  of	  return,	  and	  cost-‐
benefit	  ratios.	  

Objective	  1	  Explain	  the	  meaning	  of	  the	  terms	  “time	  value	  of	  money”,	  “internal	  rate	  of	  return”,	  
and	  “cost-‐benefit	  ratio”.	  
Objective	  2	  Explain	  cash	  flows,	  their	  estimation,	  and	  how	  to	  graphically	  represent	  them.	  
Objective	  3	  Perform	  calculations	  involving	  simple	  and	  compound	  interest,	  and	  rate	  of	  return.	  
Objective	  4	  Develop	  spreadsheets	  to	  solve	  common	  managerial	  economics	  problems.	  (D)	  
Objective	  5	  Compare	  alternatives	  using	  net	  present	  worth,	  equivalent	  annual	  worth,	  internal	  
rate	  of	  return,	  and	  cost-‐benefit	  analysis.	  (B)	  
Objective	  6	  Apply	  cost	  estimation	  techniques	  and	  probabilistic	  risk	  analysis	  to	  make	  a	  decision	  
among	  alternative	  courses	  of	  action	  applicable	  to	  a	  real-‐world,	  contemporary	  case	  study.	  (B)	  

Demonstrate	  the	  ability	  to	  
identify	  and	  then	  develop	  
acceptable	  resolution	  of	  
ethical	  dilemmas	  that	  might	  
occur	  in	  the	  workplace.	  

PHIL	  310:	  Professional	  Ethics	  
Objective	  1	  	  	  Distinguish	  between	  ethical	  and	  other	  types	  of	  values.	  
Objective	  2	  	  	  Define	  corporate	  responsibility,	  corporate	  compliance,	  and	  social	  responsibility	  
Objective	  3	  	  	  Compare	  differences	  in	  ethics	  in	  international	  communities.	  
Objective	  4	  	  	  Evaluate	  the	  ethics	  of	  business	  decisions	  and	  general	  practices	  in	  business	  and	  the	  
professions	  using	  systematic	  ethical	  reasoning.	  (B)	  
Objective	  5	  	  	  Resolve	  ethical	  dilemmas	  effectively	  in	  oral	  and	  written	  forms.	  (A)	  

Discuss	  how	  the	  leadership	  
skills;	  good	  recruitment	  and	  
retention	  practices;	  
motivation	  and	  team	  
building;	  the	  management	  
of	  change;	  and	  conflict	  
resolution	  can	  affect	  the	  
behavior	  and	  interaction	  of	  
people	  at	  work.	  

PSYCH	  311:	  Industrial/Organizational	  Psychology	  
Objective	  1	  	  Write	  job	  descriptions	  for	  positions	  in	  a	  typical	  organization	  that	  follow	  best	  
practices	  and	  comply	  with	  applicable	  laws.	  (A)	  
Objective	  2	  	  Develop	  a	  workforce	  training	  strategy	  for	  a	  typical	  organization	  including	  training	  
needs	  assessment,	  consideration	  of	  modality	  of	  training,	  and	  evaluation	  methods.	  
Objective	  3	  	  Analyze	  the	  skills	  that	  are	  generally	  considered	  to	  be	  essential	  for	  effective	  
leadership.	  (C)	  
Objective	  4	  Discuss	  the	  legal	  issues	  that	  must	  be	  considered	  during	  a	  typical	  recruitment	  
process.	  (C)	  	  
Objective	  5	  Carry	  out	  a	  mock	  interview,	  and	  document	  the	  results.	  
Objective	  6	  Develop	  specific,	  measurable	  and	  achievable	  goals	  for	  employees	  in	  a	  typical	  
organization.	  (A)	  
	  Objective	  7	  Compare	  and	  contrast	  different	  forms	  of	  individual	  and	  organizational	  incentives	  
intended	  to	  motivate	  employees	  in	  a	  typical	  organization.	  (B)	  
	  Objective	  8	  Develop	  a	  plan	  (including	  a	  communications	  plan)	  for	  managing	  the	  organizational	  
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change	  associated	  with	  an	  event	  such	  as	  a	  reorganization,	  downsizing,	  changes	  to	  working	  
practices,	  or	  a	  company	  merger.	  
Objective	  9	  Explain	  the	  types	  of	  conflict	  &	  causes	  of	  conflict	  that	  can	  arise	  in	  the	  workplace.	  

Demonstrate	  the	  
application	  of	  project	  
management	  techniques	  to	  
develop	  realistic	  and	  
comprehensive	  project	  
plans;	  identify	  risk	  areas;	  
monitor	  the	  plans;	  and	  deal	  
with	  problems.	  

BUS	  310:	  Project	  Management	  
Objective	  1	  	  	  Distinguish	  between	  ethical	  and	  other	  types	  of	  values.	  
Objective	  2	  	  	  Define	  corporate	  responsibility,	  corporate	  compliance,	  and	  social	  responsibility.	  
Objective	  3	  	  	  Compare	  differences	  in	  ethics	  in	  international	  communities.	  
Objective	  4	  	  	  Evaluate	  the	  ethics	  of	  business	  decisions	  and	  general	  practices	  in	  business	  and	  the	  
professions	  using	  systematic	  ethical	  reasoning.	  (B)	  
Objective	  5	  	  	  Communicate	  the	  resolution	  of	  ethical	  dilemmas	  effectively	  in	  oral	  and	  written	  
forms.	  (A)	  

 
 
	  
	  




